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About This Software

Cerevrum Inc. is taking VR meditation to the next level and is offering a unique sophisticated experience of finding your
inner self. Take a minute and ask yourself the following questions. How stressed are you feeling right now? Do you experience

anxiety, frustration, exhaustion? Do you suffer from insomnia and/or lack of focus? In the contemporary world it is hard to
keep up with its hectic pace.

That’s why meditation is no longer just a hobby but a pure necessity. Embrace 8 astonishing visuals of a Japanese garden, a
Tibetan room, wildfire, beach, underwater, Mars, a spaceship, and air floating. This beautiful scenery will take you to travel

across the world and beyond in the split second.
Complete 6 different sessions are guided both by a pleasant voice and an uplifting visual figure which will inspire you to breathe

properly and develop right inner pacing. Better meditation - better life.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

Voice guidance. Clear voice instructions keep user’s attention and help to immerse into meditation.

Visual guidance. An uplifting visual figure in each environment allows to experience each meditation session with
mindfulness and awareness of breathing.

Astonishing scenery. 8 beautiful environments take a user to travel across the world and beyond it.

VR immersion. Complete engagement assures full dedication to meditating no matter where you are: no outside rush and
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noise can stop from being with yourself.

Easy navigation. Intuitively driven guidance and information pop-ups
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Title: House of Meditation
Genre: Education
Developer:
Cerevrum Inc.
Publisher:
Cerevrum Inc.
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5 2500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 660

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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It just doesn't work, when starting the app it freezes up and says "Unknown Error 10002".. keep gettingerr. Most immersive and
relaxing meditation experience for VR. This game is easier on the eyes, has a better interaction system, and better guided
mediation voices than Guided Meditation VR (and it's cheaper). If you really want to get into VR meditation is this the
experience to get.. Tried multiple times to load this app over several days since buying it. The only thing that happens is I load
near the ceiling of a room with asian decor, then an error message pops up (10002 I think).

After that, you can't do anything, no menus, no options, nothing can be done but to terminate the program.. I will change this
once I recieve a response with a resolution from the developer. This software is unusable and generates an error code. A quick
Google search shows this has been an issue with multiple headsets for over a year. I have an Oculus however apparently this is
also an issue with Vive. Do not waste your time.. Absolutely stunning graphics, I'm not sure it can get any better than this. I
could spend hours in here. I can't figure out how to get the stats out of the center of the environment which takes away from the
experience but I'll sort it out I suspect. This will be part of my Intro to VR package for newcomers. Stellar!. I've tried this on
both my Oculus and my Vive, and I keep getting "Unknown Error 10002". I can't even get to any kind of menu. And there
doesn't seem to be any kind of support for this product. Definitely pass on it.. A few nice environments, but others are to
cartoonish\/artificial and not very well done. Stats are prominently displayed on screen and very much breaking immersion.
Starting spot is wrong. Had to walk through the wall to get to the menu. No option to turn of or customize music. I much prefer
other VR meditation alternatives.
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